What's happening in Pasar Kliwon?

Pasar Kliwon is an Islamic religious center with many mosques and Islamic institutions. Every year many pilgrims come to visit the area. There is also much economic activity here, focused primarily on textile production.

This Mini Atlas collects information about Pasar Kliwon so everyone can see and know what is going on. Information about the condition of services can help people discuss what they want from the annual participatory budgeting process, musrenbang. Our goal is to make citizens more informed about their communities.

### PASAR KLIWON ATLAS

#### PASAR KLIWON PROFILE
- Population: 7,162
- Households (HH): 1,321
- Average HH size: 5.4

#### Pop. by Age
- 60+ 9%
- 50 – 59 15%
- 40 – 49 20%
- 30 – 39 20%
- 20 – 29 15%
- 10 – 19 5%
- 0 – 9 5%

#### Religion
- Muslims 74%
- Christians 24%

#### Languages
- Javanese 75%
- Central Javanese 50%
- Other 25%

#### Employment
- Religious Center = 10%
- PNS = 10%
- Informal Sector = 30%
- Laborers = 50%

#### Education
- Out of school children: 7%

#### Housing
- Land tenure: 80%

#### Economy / Poverty
- Poverty rate: 25%

#### Health
- Top 4 common health problems:
  - 1. Dengue
  - 2. ISPA

#### Sanitation
- Public vs. Private WC

#### Water
- PDAM: 43%
- Public Wells: 22%
- Private Wells: 30%

#### Economic Activity
- 40–50%
- 30–49%
- 20–29%
- 10–19%
- 0–9%

#### Education
- 0–4%
- 4–7%
- 7–40%

#### Housing
- 0–20%
- 20–36%
- 36–100%

#### Poverty
- 0–23%
- 23–100%

#### Public WC
- 0–28%
- Private = 64%
- No data = 8%

#### PDAM
- 43%

#### Private Wells
- 30%

#### Public Wells
- 22%

#### What are Kelurahan assets?
- Religious center attracts many visitors
- FOSMIL community health services
- Good PDAM service

#### What are potential issues?
- Road widening has increased traffic
- River pollution from factories
- Flooding

#### ASSETS

Every year religious pilgrims come to Pasar Kliwon to observe religious events. This brings many visitors and attention to the area. This can benefit the local economy.

---

**What can be done to increase school attendance?**

Out of 700 school-going age children, 48 are not in school. This is the same as the Kec. average of 7%. Those not attending school are concentrated in areas along the river.

### PASAR KLIWON NEIGHBORHOOD MAP

**A Minaret Seen from Typical Pasar Kliwon Street**

Every year religious pilgrims come to Pasar Kliwon to observe religious events. This brings many visitors and attention to the area. This can benefit the local economy.